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Thanks for using Everything I offer is 100%

FREE and always will be! I have frequently been asked if I accept donations for
the “hard work”. The answer is no, I do not. I’m not creating and sharing
materials to get rich. Sure I could use some extra cash, who couldn’t right? But
that’s not why I’m doing this! When I say I just want to help homeschoolers as
much as possible, I mean it. I genuinely do not do this to receive anything in
return! If you really want to do something to help out and show support all I
ask is you share the link! I'd love to advertise the site and reach as many
homeschool families as possible and plan to do so as much as I can, however
that can be costly so I don’t get to do it as much as I’d like. If everyone could
please take a few moments to shark the site link anywhere possible, as often
as you can, help get the word out! That’s all the payment I could ask for and
it’d be much appreciated!

Please feel free to share this download and anything else you get from my
sites as much as you want. The more you share the more people that receive
help.

I have no issue with you altering most of what you find on the site, in fact I
do my best to offer as many DIY worksheet options as I can so you can
customize them to better suit your children and homeshool methods. I do ask
that you not remove my site information from anything you share, keep it so
others can find help there as well. Please, help me reach more people seeking
help, do NOT remove the site info.

I’m trying to keep the site as simple as possible so it’s easy to use. I’m
figuring it out as I go, I am not very savvy at this but

I’m trying my best to make it a great place for homeschoolers and offer you
much more than just worksheets.

The site is already loaded with so many things to help homeschooling in so
many ways but I don’t plan on stopping or slowing down! I am upgrading the
site whenever I can so I can offer you more and more. You can also follow on
other popular platforms. The links for them are on the website as well as a
HHD YouTube channel complete with educational playlist from several
amazing YouTubers.

So if you like what am I’m doing here, please, help me continue to do it and
to keep improving. SHARE the site link & info! Spread the word, help it grow so

thehomeschoolhelpdesk.com
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCIIQPbA2ZuJcOXZ0TAZuuvQ
https://thehomeschoolhelpdesk.com/playlist/


I can keep helping make yours and others homeschooling journeys a bit easier
and maybe even little more fun!

If you find any typo’s or errors in anything please leave
a comment, send a message, or e-mail me at

thehomeschoolhelpdesk@gmail.com

Thank you,
K G

DISCLAIMER: I do not own any of the
images or fonts that are used to create
these worksheets. You may only use my
pages and other materials for personal
use. None of the items here can be sold or
redistributed for money.

www.thehomeschoolhelpdesk.com

https://thehomeschoolhelpdesk.com/
































































These are examples of the tags the middle child can buy to give
the youngest to use if they so choose.



This whole system was/is designed to prepare our children for real
world situations while taking into consideration how they feel
about everything going on in their lives at that current age and
what things we'd like them to learn in life and school. The older
two have out grown this almost completely, (we do still have a
system for them slightly built off this) the youngest is the only one
we have now still using this system 100% and I am constantly
tweaking it as the kiddo grows. No matter how I adjust it the main
ideas do stay the same, incorporating life skills while encouraging
a work ethic. The system can be divided into two parts, behavioral
encouragement and school/educational encouragement.

Obviously this isn’t going to work for every child or be a good fit for
every family. Every child/family is different, there’s no one size fits
all reward system or motivation technique, but as I said I have had
great success with it for years now, as have those I helped set it
up for their children. Don’t get me wrong, we still have our bad
days when the kids just aren’t feeling it and/or want to argue
and/or try to get out of their work somehow, (they are still kids and
nobody is perfect of course) but this system has absolutely
decreased all of that significantly and I couldn’t be happier with
the results!

Part one, behavioral: This part is pretty straight forward,
easier/faster to explain since it’s fairly similar to several others out
there already. We have a magnetic calendar we use to track
behavior. It’s the kiddos responsibility to keep track and mark
everything, but I do keep track on my phone in case the kid has a
forgetful day. I made good/bad Star Wars character magnets that
are used to mark each day. If kiddo had a good day, didn’t get into
any real trouble, did the work, behaved as we expect (not perfect
but at least trying, everyone's expectations are different for
good/bad days) then a Yoda or R2D2 go on that day, if not a
Storm Trooper or Darth Vader goes on that day. At the end of the
week, every Friday before we “shop” (explained in part two below
as is the store, tag and money references mentioned here in part



one) the good/bad guys are counted then removed and placed at
the top of the calendar to be used for the next week. If there are
more good than bad a unicorn goes on that Friday. If there’s more
bad than good a diva dragon is placed on that Friday and $5-$20
(amount based on why the bad guy was received) per bad guy is
taken off what was earned that week. Getting a diva dragon
means there’s no shopping that week, and can possibly lead to
grounding or more money being docked, which has only
happened twice that I can recall. If every week there’s a unicorn at
the end of the month then kiddo gets to choose a “big” prize. The
big prize choices given are one big ticket item from the school
store for free, one of the more expansive "tags" for free, or “money”
(typically $100) to add to that weeks pay or to save up to buy
more/bigger "tags" and store items, kiddos choice. I included a
download with the Star Wars and other pintables we used to make
the markers/tags to track the behavior (pictured below) as well as
a download with a few extras for the calendar like holiday and
birthday markers/tags.

Part two school: This part of the system is longer and has more
details, but this part is also the reason the kids to do not only
assigned work but extra credit that they actually ask to do all on
their own! As I said, we try to compare their life situations to an
equivalent adult life situation, we view school as their job. When
an adult does a job they get a pay, therefore kiddo(s) gets a “pay”
for doing their job. When I first started designing this I used a point
system written on index cards, (pictured below) being flat broke it
was the best I could do at the time. Since then I have accumulated
better supplies and gadgets that make it possible to create better
things for my children and their schooling. I switched to using fake
money as soon as I could, which was always the plan for this
system. Currently we are only using bills but I plan to add in coins
at some point as well. By using money rather than points the kids
are learning to practice good spending habits, how to save, how to
do the math as they spend and/or save, the value of each bill, etc.
They are paid different amounts ranging from $1-$20 per
subject/lesson per day. I base the amount received for each on



the level of difficulty they have with the subject/lesson and adjust it
accordingly as we move forward. For example, writing practice
(ABC’s, numbers, name 5 times done 7 days a week) takes about
1 min a day, it’s currently the easiest and quickest thing we do
daily so it’s only worth $1 per page. The kid is awesome at math,
picks it up very fast, but absolutely hates doing it so that one is
currently priced at $20 per page or $20 for every 30 minuets spent
on an approved math app. There's also a white board above my
desk so dad and the other siblings can mark any extra work they
may do with the kiddo. I'm the one that sets all of the amounts so
it's easier for them to just mark what's been done rather than
trying to add it to the total at the end of the week. I add up all of
the work on payday which is every Friday. After the kid is paid it’s
time to “shop” with a few exceptions. One being getting grounded,
a rarity for the youngest but it happens. Getting grounded means
waiting until the next week to “shop” and possibly losing some or
all of the earned “money” that week depending on the reason for
the grounding and over all attitude while grounded. People get
docked pay or even get demotions at work all the time for bad
behavior or other issues, so the kids do too. If there's any money
left over or kiddo decides to save for something the money goes in
little wallets each kid has for the extra money and they have to
keep up with it. If the money and/or wallet gets lost it will not be
replaced.

There’s 2 ways to shop. The first way to shop is for "tags". When
we started doing the tags they were mad from actual hanging
shopping tags, so even though they are now magnets we still call
them tags. The tags were/are made based on things the kid(s)
requested, things I know they enjoy, things we would do anyway
or wouldn’t mind them doing if we didn't use this system they
asked. The tags are priced based on the level of excitement they
bring and how much motivation they inspire to each child. I adjust
them accordingly as the interest changes and as the child grows.
There are always a couple of tags that are priced fairly high (the
“big ticket” tags as we call them) because the kiddo will work the
hardest to buy them. I do this to teach patience, savings, and the



value of hard work. Tags can be redeemed throughout the week
but only after all school work is completed for the day. The adult
equivalent being that you can only do the fun things after your
work day is over. You can’t watch TV, game, sit around snacking
etc. at most jobs. Some tags have additional stipulations and/or
limits as well, and if kiddo is grounded or having a bad attitude day
that may prevent redeeming certain or all tags. It’s rare as well,
but it happens to the best of us right? We have a saying in our
house; “you do good you get good, you do bad you get bad.”
Sometimes in life we make bad choices that lead to bad results for
a number of different reasons. It can prevent you from having fun
and/or prevent you from doing whatever you want in you’re free
time. My husband likes to joke that the adult equivalent to being
grounded is jail lol, but really we just want to teach the kids to think
things through especially when put in a position that could easily
get them in trouble if they don't handle it right/well. I want them to
understand that life has consequences, good and bad while
leaning how to handle themselves when they do get in trouble,
because lets face it they are going to get in trouble and make
mistakes, we all do. I want them to learn to react calmly, not to
escalate or make things worse, just accept the punishment and try
to be better next time. My other most used saying; “you don’t have
to be perfect just better than yesterday.”

The other way to shop. We have a small spot set up in our school
room we call the “school store”. Every so often we put various
things in it that can be purchased on Friday’s along with the tags.
Everything in the store is priced differently based on how much
the kiddo wants that specific thing, how motivated kiddo is to work
and buy it. Most of the things we put in there are little dollar store
items (kiddo is still little enough to enjoy that stuff lol) Wal-Mart
clearance items, used movies/games from the resale shops etc.
Like the tags, there’s always one or two “big ticket” things as well
also priced pretty high for the same reason. There’s also a
treasure chest in the school store filled with stickers, tattoos,
quarter machine things and other small items. It’s mostly used for
getting a small reward for winning at one of the educational



games I have made, but kiddo can also choose from 3 different
size goodie bags and fill them up with things from the chest. The
bags a priced differently based on how much they can hold and
there’s no limit to how many can be bought, we just remind kiddo
that if the chest gets emptied it may be a while to get filled again
or there might not be anything good left to get when winning
games. Costumes and masks are always a big hit. We get several
every year on sale after Halloween for $2-$6 so they can last in
the store for months. The youngest has quite a dress up
collection!

If they want extra money they do extra work just as if an adult
wanted more money they pick up more hours, side work or
multiple jobs. We give them the option of doing extra credit work if
they’d like to earn more money to buy the bigger things quicker
from the store, more tags etc, without having to save and wait.
There’s a minimum daily requirement for each subject but no max
limit so long as everything assigned that day gets done before
diving into extra work. Which means, depending on the level of
motivation that week, they could make enough money to buy
everything in the store if they so choose or all of the available tags.
I keep a binder for each subject with extra worksheets and
workbooks I find in stores randomly that can be done at anytime
on their own to earn more “money”. I feel it shows real
responsibility (especially for the youngest who, at such a young
age does more work than any of the kids) to choose to do extra
work, typically without even asking for help. I pay them a little
extra/more than the daily assigned work for anything extra. Kinda
of like an adult getting bonuses at work for doing an exemplary job,
going above and beyond, or even to show how valued they are as
an employee. The extra amount varies depending on how hard
the work was, how well they did and if they asked for help or
figured it out on their own. They get a little more money just for the
attempt, but for anything they really succeed at they get a
significant amount more, especially if its something we haven’t
even covered yet and they figure it out on their own without any
adult help! I want them to know that they are not only valued but



how proud I am of them for doing work they didn’t have to do and
making good choices.

Below I have enclosed photos/examples, short descriptions, and
more details of the tags and rewards we have chosen to use over
the years. I also added a FREE download containing all the tags
listed for anyone that would like to use them. They aren’t all going
to be a good fit for everyone, but you can obviously print and use
only the ones you’d like to, and as always feel free to edit anything
you find here. If you don't use them maybe they will still give ya’ll
some ideas for tags we haven’t thought of if you choose to try this
system (or a version of it) yourselves. There are also blank tags to
create your own in the FREE download. .

I want to first point out that I/we didn’t just make up a bunch of
tags and tell dad he had to honor them, nor did my husband and I
make tags and tell the children they had to honor them. Dad
approved all of the dad tags. The siblings agreed on all of the tags
that apply to them. I agreed to honor the couple that apply to me.
Deciding what to offer has always been a family event. We all sit
down and come up with things, approve or veto them, discuss any
conditions, all that. That’s very important in order for this whole
system to work. The kids aren’t going to be so motivated to earn
money to buy the tags if nobody honors them and they can’t ever
be used right?

We have tags to be used alone or to do certain things with a
specific person, mostly dad. Dad is the favorite around here lol.
Dads the fun parent I’m the disciplinary parent, which I’m 100%
okay with. He works a lot to provide for us and the kids miss him
so much. They see me all day everyday, so whenever he is home
we do everything we can to make that daddy time enjoyable for
the kids. He misses them just as much of course. I honestly think
dad enjoys these tags more than they do.... Most days anyway.
He even requested a few tags himself they could use to “make”
him do things with them, and agreed that he won’t/can’t say "no"
or "later". Unless he’s doing something important, he has to honor



the tag immediately. His favorites that he asked for are the "do
whatever kiddo says all day" tag and the "gaming" tag our middle
child can use for some one on one time without the other kids
bothering them or joining in without an invite. Like most parents,
we love to see our children’s little faces light up with joy and
excitement and these tags do that, so we are more than happy to
comply with the ones to “make” us do things. Maybe your children
would also enjoy some tags to “make” a favorite family member
do things? They feel very big getting to say when and what they
get to do.

The agreed upon tags we have used….

Double Dessert Or Dessert Breakfast.

One available per week. Can’t be used on the same day as the
fries tag. Not accepted if the kiddo has been having slow eating
week, only wanting to eat junk. Medium pricing.

Dessert for breakfast = 1 single approved dessert.

Double dessert =
 Ice-cream + sprinkles & syrup.
 Cookie + 1 scoop of ice-cream.
 2-4 cookies depending on size.
 Ice-cream sandwich surprise. Which is an ice-cream sandwich
rolled in crushed cookies, whatever kind they choose that day.

 Other mom approved choice.

Why? We definitely want to teach good eating habits, but when it
comes to the youngest we aren’t to concerned because the kid
doesn’t really eat sweets or candy at all. It’s very rare that it’s ever
requested, the kid would rather eat tomatoes and such whenever
given the option. We also want the all children to understand
eating junk is perfectly fine in moderation. For those reasons we



are okay having 1 of these tags as an option. This tag is rarely
purchased and when it is it’s typically weeks before it’s ever used.

McDonald's or fries for dinner.

One available only accepted once a month. Can’t be used on the
same day as the dessert tag. Medium pricing.

Why? This was one of the few requested tags and I agreed to it
because I knew it would rarely get used. I also price this one fairly
high, making it less appealing and further ensuing that it’s barley
used. It’s there, it’s an option, but the kid has to decided if it’s
worth buying and having less money therefore getting less things.
Basically how bad do you want the fries kid? lol

1 whole soda.

4 available per week. Only 1 card accepted per day & only after
drinking 1 bottle of water. Cheap tag.

Why? The youngest only drinks water or Sprite which is caffeine
free. There’s 4 available a week, they are used maybe twice a
week and we get the mini bottles so it’s not really as much soda
as people think when they hear 1 whole bottle.

1 agreed upon game for the whole family after dinner.

Two available per week not valid for video games. Priced on the
low side.

Why? This is a great example of something we would do anyway.
We are more than happy to play games with any of the kids when
they ask. The appeal of the tag is they get to say what day and no
matter what everyone is doing, if they are in the house they gotta
play.



30 min of pre approved media on any approved platform.

Two available per week. Fairly cheap.

Why? I’m pretty picky about the approved shows and things but
even if I wasn’t almost everything kiddo is interested in is
educational.

Good for 1 full pre approved movie or 1 hour of approved
WIFI entertainment.

Two available per week. Fairly cheap.

Why? I’m pretty picky about the approved shows and things but
even if I wasn’t almost everything kiddo is interested in is
educational.

Stop, Drop & Play!

This is a dad tag. Two available per week. Cheap.

Why? Dad will play pretty much anything anytime he’s free but
let’s face it we all have those moments as parents when we just
don’t feel like playing for a number of reasons. The kiddo wanted
a tag that would make dad play on the rare occasion he says no
or make him play something he typically wouldn’t want to like cars
or dolls. The kid and dad both get enjoyment out of this tag, even
if he has to play things he doesn’t like when he doesn’t feel like
playing.

Mom said time for bed, but I get stay up instead! 30 more min
before bed.

One available per week. Priced high. Can’t be used after 10pm.



Why? 30 min doesn’t make that big of a difference here and it give
the illusion that kiddo is getting away with something, over ruling
mom this one time. If I know kiddo has this tag I make sure to set it
up to be used because of the excitement the kid gets out of it.
Worth staying up 30 more min to see the happy little face!

Any pre approved arts/craft activity or 20 min of coloring with
1 or both parents.

Two available per week. Cheap tag.

Why? Aside from coloring, I do this stuff with the kids all the time
all they have to do is ask, it’s not really dad’s thing at all. This
gives the kiddo the power to make dad do it for a change or make
mom coloring, a kiddo favorite currently.

One hour of video game time alone.

One available per week. Fairly cheap.

Why? I don’t see anything wrong with an hour of gaming here and
there if it’s earned and even when it’s purchased it’s rarely used.
The youngest hasn’t played a video game in almost three months,
but when it is used the approved games are mostly educational
and all age appropriate.The most used game console by the
youngest is the WII, so it’s not like the kid is just sitting around
staring at a screen every time. All of the kid WII games involve
some physical interaction as well like dancing.

One hour of video game time with dad as long as he’s free.

Two available per week. Fairly cheap.

Why? This is a dad requested tag. Playing video games means he
can sit still on the couch. After a long dad at work, he wants to
hang out and play with the kids but some days it’s hard due to his



injuries. Gaming is easier on him some days, and for as hard as
he works for our family he damn well deserves a little video
gaming with the kids if that’s what he wants to do. Even when it’s
purchased it’s rarely used, when it is dad typically suggests it
rather than doing a floor activity or something else painful for him
that day. Kiddo tends to prefer the dad tags like battles.

One hour of video game time with a sibling.

One available per week. Fairly cheap.

Why? This is sibling requested tag hoping to avoid playing little
kids things but still get to hang out with kiddo and seem like hero
for doing so. The youngest always views our middle child as a as
a hero regardless though.

1 hour of PC time with mom.

Two available per week. Fairly cheap.

Why? The way it’s used is typically educational and we want the
kids to be familiar with computers since, let’s face it, they run the
world…. The pc activities we do are paintbrush and researching
whatever thing the kid is hung up on that week, typically an animal.
The appeal is getting to use moms laptop that otherwise isn’t
allowed to be touched.

1 approved movie of your choosing for the whole family to
watch with popcorn/snack & soda.

One available per week.

Why? Another thing we have always done anyway, the tag just
lets kiddo feel in control by getting to choose the movie, get any
snack and drink without having to use a tag, and eat on the couch.



Read an extra chapter/book before bed.

Three available per week. Very cheap.

Why? Because reading is important and currently the kid LOVES
it, I want to encourage that as much as I can! I read every night
anyway and I’d do more if asked so long as it’s not to late.

Day off school.

One available and can only be used once a month. Very pricey.

Why? We do school 7 days a week, 365 days a year, yes that
means holidays and weekends, half days, but we still have school.
Since we school year round letting kiddo take a day off
occasionally won’t hurt. Besides I’ll still work in some kind of
lesson, I always do, so really this just lets the kid get out of paper
worksheets for the day, not learning. And lastly the amount of
work that’s done to earn enough to buy this tag makes up for the
day off and the work planned for the day off still has to be made
up by the end of the week or risk not being able to shop.

Skip 1 subject of your choosing for the day.

One available per week. Very pricey.

Why? Again, since we school year round letting kiddo skip
something occasionally won’t hurt and the kid is still going to
watch videos on the subject so we aren’t skipping it all together,
just the worksheet(s) really and depending on what’s chosen to
skip it may still have to be made up by Friday in order to shop.

Skip writing practice for the day.

Two available per week. Fairly cheap.



Why? We have been working on writing since day 1. It’s
something we do every single day. The ABC’s, numbers and
name 5 times. But it’s not the only writing we do all day so
skipping it isn’t that big of a deal because kiddo is still going to
write something somewhere daily. Writing is also the most boring
school thing to the kid so avoiding it for the day is a big deal which
makes working hard enough to buy this tag a big deal as well. As I
mentioned this is only worth $1 so it’s not as if a lot of money
would be lost for skipping it either, also if any other worksheets we
do that day has a significant amount of writing to it I’ll give $1 for
that as well as whatever the subject is worth. Unlike the day off
school or skip a subject tags this doesn’t have to be made up at
all.

Junk Food

Nine available per week. The kid is a big snacker. Cheapest tag.

Why? Junk food means a completely different thing in our house
compared to the average opinion in others. When I say junk food I
mean things like goldfish, graham crackers, cheese it’s, ritz etc.
The worst thing in our junk food box is the individual Pringles. I
never buy anything to bad so we aren’t tempted to eat it, but my
husband and I don’t really eat that stuff regardless and neither
does the youngest, so I really don’t mind these tags. The main
reason I made them was because kiddo went through a phase
where crackers and cheese were the only things consumed. I
made the tags so there’s a limit on that stuff and it’s easier to get
real food in that tiny belly.

Daddy day

One available per week. Very pricey. This is the tag chosen every
month with no dragons.



Why? It gives the kiddo a whole day doing things with dad, (a lot
of which things only dad will do) and nobody is allowed to interrupt
or join unless asked by the kid, which never happens. Lol
Recently Sundays have become dad days with or without the tag,
but if there’s no tag dad chooses the activities for the day (all stuff
kiddo would choose anyway because dads a yes man lol) if the
tag is used the kiddo gets to choose! Dad doesn’t get many days
off so on the rare days he does he gets to spend it with his favorite
person. They both greatly enjoy this tag!

Lego or agreed upon activity

Two available per week. Very cheap.

Why? This was requested by the middle child it can be used for
dad or the middle. Our middle child enjoys seeing the little light up
face as much as we do and wanted a tag that could be used to do
something to get that reaction as well. Legos is one of the few
things they could all agree on.

Dance party

Initially there was two available per week but over time it’s
become less appealing so now there’s only one. Used for silly
dancing with dad. Very cheap, one of the cheapest there is.

Why? The kid loves to dance and so does dad. They have no
rhythm but they have a ton of fun!

Dress up battle

Initially there was two available per week but over time it’s
become less appealing so now there’s only one. Used to battle
dad. Very cheap, one of the cheapest there is.



Why? Kiddo loves dressing up and loves it even more when dad
wears silly things as well. It’s something they have always done
together, this just let’s the kid choose when they do it now.

Puppy party

This tag isn’t a current option due to covid but when it was used
there was one available, used only once a month. There is a pet
store near up that does puppy parties. You can rent out a small
room and play with all of the puppies there, a few at a time and
you can switch them out as much as you’d like. Big ticket tag,
priced very high.

Why? The kid LOVES animals especially puppies but I am not a
pet person so we’ll never own one but I wanted to encourage the
love of animals so I’m okay with having a puppy party every so
often. Due to the cost of renting the room this is one of the most
expensive tags. I wanted to make sure kiddo understood how big
this reward was and if it’s going to cost us so much I think it’s fair
to make it more pricey so the kid will be paying more for it as well
therefore encouraging a lot of extra work!

Fish store

One available to be used once a month for one fish $10 or less or
one tank decor $10 or less.

Why? Kiddo loves fish and has a decent sized tank but not much
to go in it. Knowing how much the kid wants to fill the tank with
decor, I decided this would be a pretty good motivator.

Shopping

One available. It can be used only once a month for a trip to a
dollar store or Wal-Mart with a $20 limit. Priced fairly high since
this one requires us to use real money to honor.



Why? Kiddo loves to shop for toys and random useless junk!
What kid doesn’t right? Since the kid is still young enough to enjoy
the dollar stores and cheap/clearance things at Wal-Mart we are
able/willing to give kiddo a chance to earn a little real money
occasionally to blow on small/cheap things we wouldn’t typically
buy or view as a waste. It’s only been redeemed twice. We do our
best to teach the kids that material things may be nice to have but
they are what’s important in life and remind them how lucky they
are to have and/or receive most everything they could ever ask for.
I think we’re doing pretty well at it because even on weeks a hefty
amount is earned, kiddo would much rather get tags that are for
family or dad activities than get this one.

This system isn’t really used for the the other children, like I said
they have outgrown it. We do have a reward system for them as
well but it’s completely different from this one. I’ve evolved their
systems as they grew and tailored to them specifically considering
their personalities and what interest we could use to motivate
them. For example the middle child loves big name shoes (I have
no idea why) so we use that as a big ticket reward, allowing for 1
pair a month to be earned. Recently the middle child requested to
start earning some tags again as well. I’m not sure why or what
the appeal is now after not being interested in working this system
for so long, but if it works I’m game. The middle child unfortunately
goes to public school due to having to split time between two
homes in two different states. That was taken into consideration
when deciding how the shoes and tags could be earned and
redeemed.The tags are earned/redeem by having good behavior
in school, (since that’s been a problem area on and off for years)
reading chapter books and doing extra work without being
assigned to. The shoes reward can be redeemed by earning cash
weekly for the same ways. There’s a choice of getting some tags
and a little cash or getting no tags and all cash every week. The
cash is then put back until there’s enough to buy the desired
shoes that month. It’s a big motivator to behave and buckle down



at school, but given how much they cost it can take a while to save
enough so there’s also the option of waiting for the progress
reports we have set up to receive from teachers more frequently
than normal. Getting excellent grades and remarks each month
can earn a pair without having to spend any money that may be
saved at that time. Due to covid we have had to alter the way tags
and shoes can be earned a little seeing as how the schools are
closed more than open and the online courses aren’t always set
up for their school, but it’s basically the same concept, be good
and do extra work at home. The few tags that were requested
are….

Stay up late with mom

One available a week. This is used for some quality time after
everyone else goes to bed. We pretty much just sit and talk while
playing battleship or something for about an hour or so. Can’t be
redeemed on days we are running late for everything and bed
times get pushed.

Mom game time

Two available a week. This can be used to “make” mom watch
them play video games. I’m not a huge fan and I can’t play the
games these kids are into but I can watch them! LOL

Dad game time

Two available a week. This is for some one on one dad game time!
One hour, any game, no siblings allowed!

Sibling go away

While it’s true the youngest is the favorite when it comes to both
siblings and they love the time they get together, somethings they
just want a little alone time! All of the kids can earn this card 3
each, they can use it against any of the siblings and everyone has



agreed to honor it. The youngest isn’t a big fan of these tags but
the older 2 definitely love them! They have all been really good
sports about them like it or not and went away when given the tag
with a set timer so they all know when the time is up and they
don’t end up having a disagreement over what time it was when
the tag was used or how long it’s actually been.

The middle and the youngest also wanted a few tags that the
middle child could give the youngest child to use if needed.
Another chance to swoop in and be the hero. They don’t get to
see each other as much as they’d like so I try to make their time
together special for them as well so of course I was happy to
agree to this. If kiddo runs out of game tags or stay up late tags
the middle child can swoop in and save the day, as long as the
youngest isn’t grounded or anything that is. However that does
mean the middle has to make the choice to get those tags instead
of one for themself or cash. But kiddo doesn’t even bother buying
those tags when the favorite sibling is home because the kid
knows it’s not necessary. The choice to get tags for the favorite
sibling is always a sure thing! LOL If it was for the oldest it’s be a
different story….LOL

I used magnet tape on the youngest tags so they could be stored
on our fridge. The ones that have been purchased go on the
bottom and the ones that have been redeemed or weren’t bought
that week go on the freezer door. I store the middles tags using
velcro. There’s strips of velcro on that backs and a strip on the
bedroom wall to hold purchased the tags. When those tags are
redeemed I keep them on a velcro strip on my office wall to keep
each child’s tags separate. It’s made keeping track of everything
very simple.

Some of the tags are no longer used, I switch them out every so
often as I said. Again these things may not be for you but maybe
they will give you some ideas on things you would be okay with
and your kids would love. I sincerely hope this is helpful and
useful for anyone that decides to try it out! Whether or not you



decided to use this system I hope you got something out of all this
or at least enjoyed the read!

Again these things may not be for you but maybe they will give
you some ideas on things you would be okay with and your kids
would love. I sincerely hope this is helpful and useful for anyone
that decides to try it out! Whether or not you decided to use this
system I hope you got something out of all this or at least enjoyed
the read!

If you have any questions or would like any help with setting it up
or creating tags feel free to contact me, I’m happy to help anyway
I can!


